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Pull request ID:

Reviewed:
Description
Perhaps the more recent GCC is too strict to compile the old kernel tarball we use in the test?
http://magna002.ceph.redhat.com/teuthology-2015-05-12_23:08:01-kcephfs-firefly-testing-basic-magna/106992/teuthology.log
Related issues:
Copied to fs - Backport #12097: kernel_untar_build fails on EL7

Resolved

Copied to fs - Backport #12098: kernel_untar_build fails on EL7

Resolved

05/26/2015

Associated revisions
Revision 1ea3f47a - 06/16/2015 03:15 PM - Greg Farnum
qa: update to newer Linux tarball
This should make newer gcc releases happier in their default configuration.
kernel.org is now distributing tarballs as .xz files so we change to that
as well when decompressing (it is supported by Ubuntu Precise so we should
be all good).
Fixes: #11758
Signed-off-by: Greg Farnum <gfarnum@redhat.com>

Revision 408880be - 07/01/2015 05:25 PM - Greg Farnum
qa: update to newer Linux tarball
This should make newer gcc releases happier in their default configuration.
kernel.org is now distributing tarballs as .xz files so we change to that
as well when decompressing (it is supported by Ubuntu Precise so we should
be all good).
Fixes: #11758
Signed-off-by: Greg Farnum <gfarnum@redhat.com>
(cherry picked from commit 1ea3f47ab806d48ca7b045c2731d344eae3900e1)
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Revision 01dc221f - 09/20/2015 05:56 PM - Greg Farnum
qa: update to newer Linux tarball
This should make newer gcc releases happier in their default configuration.
kernel.org is now distributing tarballs as .xz files so we change to that
as well when decompressing (it is supported by Ubuntu Precise so we should
be all good).
Fixes: #11758
Signed-off-by: Greg Farnum <gfarnum@redhat.com>
(cherry picked from commit 1ea3f47ab806d48ca7b045c2731d344eae3900e1)
Conflicts:
qa/workunits/kernel_untar_build.sh
trivial resolution

History
#1 - 06/01/2015 07:43 AM - Kefu Chai
- File teuthology.log.bz2 added

#2 - 06/02/2015 09:08 PM - Sage Weil
- Project changed from Ceph to fs
- Priority changed from Normal to Urgent

let's update the tarball to use a newer kernel.

#3 - 06/16/2015 01:51 PM - Greg Farnum
- Assignee set to Greg Farnum

#4 - 06/16/2015 03:16 PM - Greg Farnum
- Status changed from New to Need Review

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/4967

#5 - 06/16/2015 03:33 PM - Greg Farnum
- Status changed from Need Review to Resolved

#6 - 06/16/2015 03:33 PM - Greg Farnum
- Status changed from Resolved to Pending Backport
- Backport set to hammer, firefly

#7 - 09/14/2015 08:07 PM - Greg Farnum
- Assignee deleted (Greg Farnum)
- Priority changed from Urgent to Normal
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#8 - 11/10/2015 11:14 AM - Loic Dachary
- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved
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